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FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA

DISTRICT REGISTRY: NEW SOUTH WALES

DIVISION: GENERAL

AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION AND CONSUMER COMMISSION

Applicant

CONCISE STATEMENT

RETAIL FOOD GROUP LIMITED

and others listed in Schedule I

Respondents

INTRODUCTION

I. These proceedings involve a system or pattern of unconscionable behaviour and false,

misleading or deceptive conduct by the Respondents (RFG) in relation to the sale or licence and

franchise of 4210ssmaking stores listed in Schedule 2 that were, or had been, operated by or

on behalf of the Second to Sixth Respondents (Corporate Stores). Between 2015 and 2019

(the Relevant Period), RFG sold or licensed these Corporate Stores to incoming franchisees

knowing that the stores had been operating at a loss without disclosing this fact or the extent of

those losses, making false or misleading representations to incoming franchisees that the stores

were viable or profitable, and exploiting the information asymmetry so that the incoming

franchisees made a substantial investment of money and/or time to acquire and operate one of

these loss-making Corporate Stores. RFG also made improper payments from marketing fund

accounts and failed to properly disclose marketing expenditures to franchisees.

IMPORTANT FACTS GIVING RISE To A CLAIM

2 The First Respondent, Retail Food Group Limited (RFGL), is the ultimate holding company for

a group of companies which operate RFG's franchise systems.

The Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Respondents (the Brand Entities) respectively operate the

Michel's Patisserie, Brumby's Bakery, Donut King and Gloria Jean's Coffee franchise systems

(the Brand Systems).

The Sixth Respondent, RFGA Management Pty Ltd (RFGM), was appointed to manage the

systems on behalf of the Brand Entities and RFGL. RFGM was, at all relevanttimes, the principal

operating entity and employed the majority of RFG personnel. RFGM did not maintain a

separate organisational structure to that of RFGL,

During the Relevant Period, RFGL had ultimate oversight and power to control the Brand

Systems, the Brand Entities and RFGM. Each of RFGL's subsidiaries contributed 100% of their

3.
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net profit or assets to RFGL. There was an identity of leadership among each of the

Respondents, including by common directorships, during the Relevant Period.

Corporate Stores

6. During the Relevant Period, RFG owned and operated 64 Brand System stores, including the

42 Corporate Stores. The stores were operated by RFGL's Corporate Retail Division and/or by

the Brand Entities and RFGM. The Corporate Stores were sold or licensed to incoming

franchisees by the Brand Entities and RFGM with the knowledge and/or approval of RFGL. RFG

entered into a franchise agreement with the franchisee of each Corporate Store at the time of

completion of the sale or licence of the relevant store,

7. From at least 2015, RFGM entered into agreements with three third party managers to oversee

the management and day-to-day operation of 12 of the Corporate Stores (Managed Stores)

The managers were not required to pay certain fees charged to franchisees, including upfront

costs, franchise services fees and marketing levies and received financial assistance from RFGL

and/or RFGM, including store "take-on fees", weekly payments and management, accounting,

operational and administrative support for the management of the stores (Financial Relief).

8. When the Brand Entities sold or licensed a Corporate Store, most incoming franchisees were

provided with:

a. sales information for the individual store, generally comprising information as to weekly

sales, customer count, rent and utilities for the store for a certain period; and

b. franchisee disclosure documents for the relevant Brand System which provided average

outgoings expressed as a percentage of sales, based on averages reported by various

stores;

c. some limited information in response to specific requests by the incoming franchisee,

but were not provided with profit and loss information for the relevant Corporate Store, nor the

terms of any applicable Management Agreement, nor other information which was sufficient to

enable them to understand the true financial performance of the Corporate Store they were

purchasing or licensing (Relevant Financial Information).

In relation to each of the 42 Corporate Stores, RFG, or alternatively each relevant Brand Entity

with the knowing involvement of RFGL and RFGM, expressly stated in documents issued to all,

or substantially all, incoming franchisees that they "cannot estimate earnings for a padreular

franchise". Contrary to this statement, RFG knew the earnings of each Corporate Store.

RFGL, RFGM and each relevant Brand Entity at all material times had direct knowledge of the

Relevant Financial Information or the ability to ascertain the true financial performance of each

Corporate Store, including the Managed Stores. Despite this, RFGL, RFGM and the relevant

Brand Entity or in the alternative each relevant Brand Entity with the knowing involvement of

RFGL and/or RFGM, failed to disclose the Relevant Financial Information to the incoming

9.

10.
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franchisees prior to entering into a contract for sale or licence and a franchise agreement in

respect of the Corporate Stores and thereby:

a) implied Iy represented that the franchises were not operating at a loss and/or were at the

time of sale, profitable or viable going concerns;

by implied Iy represented that the information it provided to incoming franchisees was a

sufficient basis on which prospective franchisees could assess the present performance

of the Corporate Store, including by reference to its historical earnings;

c) implied Iy represented that the Corporate Stores under Management Agreements were not

in receipt of Financial Relief.

Incoming franchisees had no way of knowing the true financial performance of the Corporate

Stores other than through disclosure by RFG. The incoming franchisees had a legitimate

expectation that if RFG had the Relevant Financial Information, it would have been disclosed,

The failure to disclose that information placed the incoming franchisee in a position of significant

disadvantage in determining whether and on what terms to make a substantial investment of

money and/or time to acquire and operate one of these loss-making Corporate Stores by

entering into an agreement to purchase or licence the store, and whether to enter into the

franchise agreement.

By withholding the Relevant Financial Information and making the express and implied

representations, RFG or, in the alternative, the Brand Entities with the participation and/or

knowing involvement of RFGL and/or RFGM:

a) made false or misleading representations in a material particular concerning the profitability,

risk and other aspects of investing in the franchise of the Corporate Store and performing

work associated with that investment;

It.

I2.

b) made false or misleading representations that the franchise services to be acquired by the

incoming franchisee had particular performance characteristics or benefits;

c) established an asymmetry of information between them and incoming franchisees, thereby

placing the purchaser/franchisee in a position of significant disadvantage, and exploited this

asymmetry. Further, where incoming franchisees sought further information, in order to

preserve its advantage, RFG took steps to deter incoming franchisees from seeking relevant

information/conducted negotiations with incoming franchisees.

RFG, or in the alternative the Brand Entities with the knowing involvement of RFGL and RFGM,

engaged in the conduct referred to in paragraphs to 8-12 in respect of the franchisees listed in

Confidential Schedule 3, which are each individual instances of unconscionable conduct and

examples of RFG's pattern of unconscionable conduct. RFG also engaged in the additional
conduct referred to in that Schedule.

I3.

14. RFG, or in the alternative the Brand Entities with the knowing involvement of RFGL and RFGM,

made representations to each of these franchisees to the effect that the information they had
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provided was all of the information disclosing the financial or trading performance of the store

that was available to RFG and/or was sufficient for the individual to be properly informed for the

purposes of deciding whether or not to purchase that store and, if so, on what terms. In fact,

RFG possessed the Relevant Financial Information that disclosed that each Corporate Store

was or had been operating at a loss, all of which information RFG knew or ought to have known

was relevant to a decision by a prospective franchisee as to whether to acquire or license the

store and enter into a franchise agreement, that would reasonably be expected to be disclosed

to a prospective franchisee for the purpose of making such a decision, and that, if it was not

disclosed, the prospective franchisee would not be properly informed.

Marketing Funds

15. The franchise agreements of each Brand System required that franchisees contribute a weekly

marketing and promotion fund fee, calculated as a percentage of weekly gross sales, or a dollar

amount per week (Marketing Levies), Marketing Levies paid by franchisees were deposited

into the National Marketing Fund Bank Account (the Marketing Fund) which was administered

by RFGM on behalf of the Brand Entities.

16. The Brand Entities with the involvement of RFGM and RFGL, prepared and made available to

franchisees annual marketing fund financial statements in respect of each Brand System. The

audited marketing fund statements in FYI6 and FYI7 for the Brand Systems were signed by a

director of the relevant Brand Entity and represented that the expenses paid were in accordance

with the requirements of the Code.

17. In FY 2015,2016,2017 and 2018 (for each of MIChel's Palsserie, Brumby's and Donut King)

and FY 2016 and 2017 (for Gloria Jean's), the marketing fund statements generally adopted a

uniform format in the description of what constituted marketing expenses and operating

expenses, They described items at such a high level of generality that the statements did not

give meaningful information about items of expenditure from the Marketing Funds.

In FYI6 and FYI7, RFG, or alternatively the Brand Entities with the knowing involvement of

RFGM and RFGL, made payments from the Marketing Fund to RFGM for a proportion of

personnel costs for RFG executives and employees who were not performing marketing or

advertising roles at all or not to the extent of the proportion of costs paid from the Marketing

Funds. These payments were not legitimate marketing or advertising expenses, nor reasonable

costs properly atin but able to the cost of administering or auditing the fund. They had not been

disclosed to franchisees in the disclosure document, nor agreed to by franchisees.

19. From FYI3 to FYI7 certain entities wholly owned and controlled by RFGL, including RFGM,

(Michel's Patisserie Entities) incurred certain operational and other expenses, including

expenses incurred in implementing a business model adopted in about 2014 and 2015 under

which fresh cake products were replaced by frozen cake products supplied via third party

distributors. Payment of these expenses, as well as a proportion of the operating losses of

certain Michel's Patisserie Brand System stores owned and operated by RFG, together totalling

18.
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$37,847,909 were claimed from the Second Respondent. The expenses, to the extent that they

were not paid in the year in which they were incurred, and the accrued losses, were recorded

as a liability described as a loan in the Michel's Palsserie Marketing Fund accounts. Over the

period, a total of $21,986,998 was paid to the Michel's Patisserie Entities from the Michel's

Patisserie Marketing Fund as partial repayment of the "loan", after which the outstanding

$17,860,921 loan liability was written off by RFGL. These payments were made by the Second

Respondent (with the knowledge and participation of RFGL and RFGM) from the Michel's

Patisserie Marketing Fund and a material amount of them were not for legitimate marketing or

advertising expenses nor reasonable costs properly attributable to the cost of administering or

auditing the fund and had not been disclosed to franchisees in the disclosure document or

agreed to by franchisees. These payments were improper and benefitted RFG, and were made

at the expense of, and to the detriment of the franchisees.

RELIEF SOUGHT FROM THE COURT

20.

PRIMARY LEGAL GROUNDS FOR THE RELIEF SOUGHT

The Applicant seeks the relief set out in the Originating Application.

21. The sale or licence of the 42 Corporate Stores constituted a system or pattern of behaviour in

connection with the supply of services that was in all the circumstances unconscionable in

contravention of s. 21 (I ) of the Australian Consumer Law (ACL) and in breach of c1.6 of the

Franchising Code of Conduct (Code), resulting in contraventions of s. 51ACB of the Competition

and Consumer Act20iO (CCA),

The representations set out at paragraphs 9,10(a), (b) and (c) and 12 (a) and (b), were false or

misleading in contravention of ss. 37(2), 29(I)(g) and of 18(I) of the ACL and in breach of c1,60 )

of the Code, resulting in contraventions of s. 51ACB of the CCA. The conduct set out in

paragraph 12(c) was misleading or deceptive, or likely to mislead or deceive, in contravention

of SI8(I) of the ACL and in breach of c!. 60 ) of the Code, resulting in contraventions of s. 51ACB
of the CGA,

22.

23. The sale of Corporate Stores to the individuals named in Schedule 3 was, in all the

circumstances, including those at paragraphs 8 to I4, unconscionable in breach of s. 21 (I ) of

the ACL and a breach of the obligation to act in good faith contrary to c!. 6(I) of the Code,

resulting in contraventions of s. 51ACB of the CCA, and involved false or misleading

representations and conduct in contravention of ss. 37(2), 290 )(g) and 180 ) of the ACL, and in

breach of c1.6(I) of the Code, resulting in contraventions of s. 51ACB of the CCA.

The conduct identified in paragraph 16 was misleading or deceptive, or likely to mislead or

deceive in contravention of s. 180) of the ACL and was in breach of c1.60) of the Code, resulting
in contraventions of s. 51ACB of the CCA.

24.

25. The conduct identified in paragraph 17 was in breach of c1. I5(I)(b) of the Code, resulting in
contraventions of s. 51ACB of the CCA.
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26. The conduct identified in paragraph 18 was misleading or deceptive, or likely to mislead or

deceive in contravention of s. 18(I ) of the ACL and, on or after I January 2015, was in breach

of CIS1(3) and c1.6(I) of the Code, resulting in contraventions of s. 51ACB of the CCA

The conduct identified in paragraph 19 was misleading or deceptive, or likely to mislead or

deceive in contravention of s. 180 ) of the ACL and was in all the circumstances unconscionable

in contravention of s. 210 ) of the CGA and, on or after I January 2015, was in breach of c1.31(3)

and c1,60 ) of the Code, resulting in contraventions of s. 51 ACB of the CGA

27

ALLEGED HARM SUFFERED

28. Affected franchisees bought or licensed the Corporate Stores without sufficient financial

information to make a reasonably informed decision, because the Relevant Financial

Information was withheld from them and RFG made false or misleading representations about

the lack of Relevant Financial Information and the sufficiency of the information disclosed and

the store's profitability and viability. They suffered loss or damage as a result of their purchase

or licence of a Corporate Store and entry into a franchise agreement, In each case, they would

not have entered into the transactions at all, or on the terms that they did, if they had been

provided with the Relevant Financial Information. In a number of cases, they were unable to

operate the franchise profitably and either sold or closed the store after having suffered capital

and/or trading losses

Marketing funds paid by franchisees were improperIy used to fund RFG's operational and other

expenses, and so were not available to be used for legitimate marketing and advertising of the
franchises to the benefit of franchisees.

29.

Certificate of lawyer

I, Andrew John Christopher, certify to the Court that, in relation to the Concise Statement filed

on behalf of the Applicant, the factual and legal material available to me at present provides a

proper basis for each allegation in the Concise Statement.

Date: I5 December 2020

Signed by Andrew John Christopher

Lawyer for the Applicant
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Schedule I : Respondents

RETAIL FOOD GROUP LIMITED (ACN 106840082)

First Respondent

MICHEL'S PATISSERIE SYSTEM PTY LTD (ACN 132424947)

Second Respondent

BRUMBY'S BAKERIES SYSTEM PTY LTD (ACN 1068/5 025)

Third Respondent

DONUT KING SYSTEM PTY LTD (ACN 097339645)

Fourth Respondent

JIREH INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD (ACN 07,67666t)

Fifth Respondent

RFGA MANAGEMENT PTY LTD (ACN 07,765609)

Sixth Respondent
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Schedule 2: Loss-Making Corporate Stores Sold to Franchisees

No. Store

I. GJC BUMood Kiosk

2. GJC Campbel!town
Centric

3.

Operated
under MA

GJC Mackay
Caneland

N/A

4. GJC Mt Pleasant

Operated by
RFG

5.

N/A

November

2017 to

October 2018

DK Caneland

N/A

6.

Operated at a Loss

DK Deagon

Oct 2017 to

Dec 2018

N/A

7.

September 2017 to
February 2018 ($66,047)

YTD ending Oct. 2018
($70,648)

DK Harbour Town

March 2015 to

December

2015

N/A

8

FYI8 ($78,145) and YTD
ending ($25,926)

DK Mt Pleasant

March 2015 to
December

2015

9.

Exit 57 (5 May
2014 to 29

June 2015)

SOLD I MTO

YTD ending December
2015 ($19,225)

DK Southland K130

Feb 2015 to

November

2015

10

22 October 2018

N/A

YTD ending December
2015 ($5310)

DK Stud Park

30 June to

October 2015

N/A

11

13 December

2018

FYI5 ($57,978) YTD
ending November 2015
($38,701 )

DK Undeiwood

March 2015 to

May 2017

N/A

15 December

2015

YTD ending September
2015 ($84,390)

I May 2015 to
30 Nov 2015

N/A

12.

15 December

2015

FYI6 (73,568) and YTD
ending April2017
($46,060)

2 October

2017 to 24

August 2018

MP Arana Hills

13.

Fog
Enterprises (5
August 2014
to 18

September
2015)

30 November
2015

FYI5 ($9775)

I August 2014
to 4 December

2016

MP Central West

19 October 2015

Oct 2017 to June 2018

($16, I I2); YTD ending
August 2018 ($3912)

N/A

N/A

5 May 2017

August to June 2015
($96,521 it FY2016
($88,149); YTD ending
November 2016 ($5,287)

Exit 57 (didn't

I December 2015

FYI5 ($51,306); YTD
ending April20i6
($84,649);

30 June 2015

to 21 August
2016

25 August 2018

I September
2014 to 5 Jul

December 2016

FY20t 6 ($122,539) YTD
ending August 2016
($34,269)

20 April2016

September 2014 to June

22 August 2016

6 July 2015
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14

MP Kurralta Park

15.

MP Robina Town

Centre

16.

trade)

N/A

MP Woden

17.

N/A

2015

MR Wynnum

18.

3 November
2016 to 30

June 2018

MP Pacific Fair

N/A

19

14 August
2017 to 13

December

2017

2015 ($53,054)

BB Ascot

Exit 57 (I July
2014 to 11

June 2015)

FYI7 ($58,698) ; FYI8
($43,543)

20.

16 March 2017

to I a July
2018

N/A

BB Beechboro

August to December
2017 ($153,139)

21.

N/A

BB Cannon Hill

March to June 2017

($67,284) ; FYI8
($t 96.01 I )

22

21 November

2014 to 17

April2015

2 July 2018

BBMT (27
November

2014 to 22

March 2015)

June 2015

BB Chapel Hill

28 August
2014 to 30

June 2015

I3 December

2017

23.

BBMT (27
November

2014 to 22

March 2015)

November 2014 to April
2015 ($94,898)

BB Elienbrook

I July 2014 to
26 November

2014

24.

11 July 2018

August 2014 to June
2015 ($86,966)

N/A

BB Emerald Go!

25.

23 March 2015

to 27 April
2016

11 June 2015

FYI5 ($78,589)

N/A

BB ESPerance

17 April2015

26.

17 August
2017 to 15

November

2017

April to June 2015
($26,022); YTD ending
April2016 ($120,13)

N/A

BB Fairfield Central

I July 2015

21 May 2015
to 15 March

2017

N/A

YTD ending November
2017 ($49,882)

2 July 2015 and
again on 5
November 2016

13 October

2015 to 24

February 2016

N/A

FYI6 ($170,963); YTD
ending February 2017
($136,157)

28 April20t 6
(MTO)

7 May 2015 to
27 November

2015

November 2015 to

February 2016 ($32,682)

16 November

2017

2 November

2015 to 27

February 2016

May to June 2015
($8,983); YTD ending
November 2015

($14,504)

I6 March 2017

November 2015 to March

2016 ($10,088)

25 February 20t6

28 November
2015

28 February 2016
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27.
BB Harbour Town/
Harbour Town Go

28.

BB Harvest Lakes

29.

N/A

BB Ingham

30.

BBMT (22
January 2015
to 31 March

2015)

BB Milton

31 .

I9 December

2017 to to

July 2018

N/A

BB Mt Is a

32.

I April2015 to
23 November

2016

December 2017 to June

2018 ($76,474)

BB New Farm

N/A

33.

9 April20i5 to
2 March 2017

BB Northpoint
Toowoomba

April to June 2015
($24,916) ; YTD ending
November 2015

($1 03,257)

N/A

34.

28 July 2014
to 29 October

2015

BB Northside Plaza

N/A

April to June 2015
($34,591); FYI6
($95,061) ; YTD ending
February 2017 ($35,584)

35.

II July MTO

23 April2015
to 24 February
2016

BB Rockhampton
Fair/Stockland

BBMT (21
April2014 to 8
April2015)

36

YTD ending October
2015 ($19,455)

24 November
2016

28 August
2014 to 30

June 2015

N/A

BB Salamander

YTD ending February
2016 ($133,190)

37.

9 April20t 5 to
I7 May 2016)

MT0 3 March
2017

N/A

BB Smithfieid

August 2014 to June
2015 ($76,783)

38.

I O October

2014 to 30

June 2015

BBMT a
August 2014
to 20 January
2015)

30 October 2015

April to June 2015
($11,771); YTD ending
May 2016 ($126,292)

BB South Perth

18 September
2014 to 30

June 2015

39.

25 February 2016

BBMT a
August 2014
to 30 March

2015)

October 2014 to June

2015 ($28,583)

21 January
2015 to 28

June 2015)

BB Sugarland

I July 2015

September 2014 to June
2015 ($32,755)

N/A

31 March 2015

to June 2015

18 May 2016
(MTO)

FYI5 ($113,535)

BBMT 06
August 2014
to 8 April
2015)

I July 2015

3 November

2014 to 30

September
2015

FYI5 ($65,528)

I July 2015

9 April2016 to
5 February
2016

November to June 2015

($75,108) ; YTD ending
September 2015
($47,561 )

29 June 2015

FYI5 ($56,043), YTD
ending February 2016
($82,542)

30 June 2015

I October 2015

6 February 2016
(MTO)
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40.

BB Upper Coomera

41.

BB Vincent

42.

N/A

BB Woree

N/A

27 October

2015 to 2

October 2017

BBMT (29
January 2015
to 30 March

2015)

19 April20i7
to 28 June

2017

FYI7 ($98,488), YTD
ending October 2017
($31,259)

3t March 2015

to 29 June

2015

August 2016 to June
2017 ($53,630)

January to June 2015
($22,714)

3 November 2017

29 June 2017

30 June 20t5
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